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Final publishable summary report 

 

 

Project context and objectives  

 
The iMobility Challenge project exists within the context of the “iMobility Forum”, a European 
Commission initiative setup in 2011. The iMobility Forum field of work includes ICT systems for 
resource-efficient and clean mobility in addition to focus on ICT-based safety technologies. The 
iMobility Forum came up with objectives covering the period 2010 to 2020. In the time period 2011-
2020, the iMobility Forum estimates for ITS the following potential contributions: 
  
    30% reduction in the number of fatalities across Europe 
    30% reduction in the number of seriously injured persons across Europe 
    15% reduction of road traffic related congestion 
    20% improvements in energy-efficiency 
    50% increase in availability of real time traffic and travel information 
 
The project coordinator, FIA, believed this is only be possible if ICT systems are better disseminated 
to and deployed among end-users and decision-makers. This was the driving force behind the 
iMobility Challenge project, which was essentially a campaigning and demonstration project. In the 
course of the project ICT technology demonstration events were organised, both for end-users (i.e. 
every day motorists) and decision-makers and professionals in the automotive/mobility field.  
 

A key element of the project was the involvement of celebrity drivers from the world of 
motorsport (FIA being the regulating body of motorsport activities) in order to raise the 
appeal of the technologies promoted.   
 
Also, since this was a public campaign, the focus of demonstrations was more on 
presenting the everyday applications and the benefits of technology rather than explaining 
the technology itself.  
 
The Objectives of the project were to: 
 

 Promote the deployment and use of intelligent vehicle systems for energy efficient and 
sustainable mobility.  

 

 Support the implementation process for priority systems. 
 

 Organise iMobility awareness raising events for policy makers and users.  
 

 Conduct support studies documenting the user awareness/acceptance of iMobility systems. 
 

 



Main activities and results  
 

Events 

 
In the course of the project, 10 events were organised, including: 
 
- The iMobility Ecodriving Challenge in Istanbul, on 07/12/2012 (professional audience). 
 
In the context of that event, an “Ecodriving” competition was organised among all FIA 2012 world 
championships winners. Therefore famous drivers competed not to be the fastest for once, but the 
most enerfy-efficient drivers! The competition took part in the city centre of Istanbul, an on-board 
device plugged into cars’ on board diagnostics port was calculating how efficiently the cars were 
driven. There was strong media coverage, and this helped the mediatic launch of the project (21 
articles published). 
 

 
 
The core message was that the smart way to drive on public roads and in cities is the eco-friendly 
way. 
 
- Presence of iMobility Challenge at the International Transport Forum, Leipzig, from 22-24/05/2013 
(professional audience). 
 
Demos of cooperative ITS systems for energy efficient mobility in urban areas were demonstrated 
by the project at this high level forum that regroups transport delegations of OECD member 
countries. The demonstrations included three applications: an ‘intermodal routing’ application 
(providing in the vehicle information about other modes such as buses and rail), a ‘strategic routing’ 
application (taking into account real time traffic information) and a ‘traffic light assistant’ application 
demonstration whereby Forum delegates could drive a car communicating with the traffic lights of 
the city of Leipzig. Test-drive participants could see in the car some information about the traffic light 
phasing with the ‘time to green’ and indication of the best speed to drive at to consumer less fuel. 
 
High-level politicians such as the German Minister for Transport, Norwegian Minister for Transport, 
and Swedish Minister for Infrastructure were present. The key message of the event was that 
cooperative ITS technology relies on collaboration between industry and public authorities (present 
at the event). Timo Glock (6 seasons F1 driver) was also present as event ambassador. 

 



 
 
- Presence of iMobility Challenge at European ITS Congress, Dublin, from 4-7/06/2013 (professional 
audience). 
 
At this event, the project was present to gather input from ITS experts. A questionnaire survey 
among 150 professionals attending the congress established that they felt the most important 
barrier to EU wide deployment of iMobility systems are financial barriers (cost of equipment, 
installation, maintenance, update of systems). They also expressed their belief that the best way to 
accelerate deployment of iMobility systems is to install them as standard in all vehicles. 

 
 

 
- The iMobility Challenge “Intelligent Mobility for Smart Cities” at Valkenburg airport, Netherlands, on 
11/09/2013 (professional and public audience). 

 
This was a large scale technology demonstration day at an airport: with an exhibition in the hangar 
and technology demonstrations on the airstrip of the airport. In total over 50 Companies/exhibitors, 
and over 1800 registered delegates attended the event. Plenary demonstrations (i.e. demonstration 
in front of the entire audience) included cooperative systems for cities; autonomous driving; eCall; 
and the performance capabilities of electric vehicles. In addition, many public test drive demos 
(including for example applications for electric vehicles and ecodriving) were made available to the 
delegates on the airport’ airstrip for people to try driving the vehicles by themselves. Celebrity 
ambassadors present included the famous F1 driver Nico Rosberg. Finally, a 2013 iMobility Awards 
ceremony was organised at this event in conjunction with the iMobility Forum. 
 



 

 
 
 
 

The event was covered on national television and resulted in many news article in the local media. 
 

- The iMobility Challenge presence at the Village de la Mobility in Strasbourg, from 3 to 6 October 
2013 (public audience). 
 
The ‘village de la mobilité’ is a public event with 6,000 participants, where the project was present 
with a dedicated stand. At the stand an eCall demonstration (courtesy of the HeERO project) and an 
ecodriving simulator provided to visitors. A number of VIPs as well as a French official delegation 
visited the iMobility stand opening on the first day of the event. 
 
 



 
 
 
- The iMobility Challenge exhibition in Brussels on 18 March (professional audience). 
 
This event was a technology exhibition for decision-makers and professional delegates based in 
Brussels. More than 300 participants from the European institutions, industry representatives and 
various stakeholders took part. The event featured an exhibition with 13 various company stands 
presenting innovative automotive technologies, and a panel debate as well as keynote speeches 
from policy-makers and industry representatives. The purpose was to provide to professionals an 
overview of latest innovations developed by automotive suppliers.  
 
 

 
 
 
- The iMobility Challenge demonstration and exhibition event in Luxembourg on 14 May 2014 
(professional and professional audience). 
 
This event was a technology exhibition that took place at the “Centre de Formation de Colmar Berg” 
(a driver training center in Luxembourg). Demonstrations and individual test-drives were made 
available to the audience (including various ADAS such as emergency braking and adaptive cruise 
control; electric cars; and an ecodriving competition). An exhibition area with 12 companies 
presenting their intelligent mobility technologies and innovations was made available for delegates. 



There was important local media coverage as the event was covered live throughout its entire 
duration on national Radio, and also covered in national television (RTL). 
 
 

 
 
 
- The iMobility Challenge presence at the European ITS Congress, Helsinki, from 16 to 19 June 
2014 (professional and public audience). 
 
 
At this congress, the project organised a large scale demonstration event opened both to the 
delegates of the congress and to the general public. Test-drive demos included cars equipped with 
a parking assistance system, cars equipped with emergency autonomous braking, and electric cars,  
an ecodriving competition in Helsinki city (in real traffic) and a static exhibition area, with 15 
exhibitors presenting their intelligent mobility technologies and innovations. The event included the 
presence of ambassador Valterri Bottas (F1 driver) to endorse iMobility technologies and talk about 
ecodriving. As during the launch event in Istanbul, a key message of the F1 driver was to say that 
the smart way to drive on public roads and in cities is the eco-friendly way. 
 



 
 
 
- The iMobility Challenge demonstration and exhibition event in Barcelona on 9 October 14 
(professional audience) and from 10 to 13 October (public audience). 
 
This last ‘demonstration’ event of the project was in two parts: one for decision-makers and 
professionals (this took place at the Football Club Barcelona stadium), and one for the general 
public at a motorshow that took place in Barcelona city-center (on Avenida Diagonal). At the event 
in the stadium, 150 delegates were present and witnessed vehicle demonstrations and an exhibition 
with 12 companies and 3 European projects (SmartCEM, HeERO and FOTsis) present. Key 
demonstrations included self-driving/parking car, and emergency braking with pedestrian detection.  
A roundtable was also organised to debate the benefits and deployment aspects of innovative 
technologies.  On the public day that took place at the car show in Avenida Diagonal, iMobility 
Challenge was present with a stand to offer information material to the general public, an ADAS 
simulator and an ecodriving competition test-drive.   
 



 
 
- The iMobility Challenge “Intelligent Mobility for Smart Cities” final project conference in Brussels on 
18 November 2014 (professional audience). 
 
At this final event, 200 delegates and experts presented and debated future innovations for mobility 
in cities and future vehicle developments. Key speeches were followed by 2 parallel breakout 
sessions subdivided into “mobility in smart cities” and “smart vehicles”. In parallel an online debate 
was conducted on the iMobility Challenge social media accounts (Twitter and Facebook) to promote 
and draw attention to this conference. Importantly, all video footage of presentations were made 
publically available. An online debate was also organised in parallel with this final conference in 
order to generate extensive following.  
 

Support Studies 

 
Four support studies were conducted in the course of the project.  Full reports are all available on 
the project’s website. The first study was a mapping of systems that should be promoted by the 
campaign. Project partner VTT conducted a mapping of « intelligent mobility systems », by 
analysing impact assessment studies and publically available EU project results. Systems to be 
promoted by the project had to: 
 

 Be available as a commercial product /ready for deployment (within at least 5 years) 

 Be relevant for at least one iMobility Forum objective  

 Contribute to sustainability / energy-efficiency  

 Have impacts on environment documented in research 
 
Safety systems that have documented positive environmental impacts were also included. The 
mapping resulted in 10 systems being identified.  
 

http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/files/events/files/Intelligent_Mobility_in_Smart_Cities_Conference_summary_18_11_2014_1.pdf


 
 
The second study was a mapping of cooperative ITS application (based on vehicle to infrastructure 
or vehicle to vehicle communication). This study was conducted by project partner ERTICO, and 
consisted of a literature study; desktop research; and questionnaire survey among ERTICO, CLEPA 
and ACEA network of members. The result of that mapping exercise was that those applications 
based on cooperative ITS most available today on the market are eCall type applications, real-time 
and traffic information, navigations services, and fuel efficient route choice applications (especially 
for Electric vehicles). 
 
The third study was a major study for the project in the sense that it gathered consumer’s input 
regarding their awareness and demand for technologies. Over 5000 drivers (aged 18-74) in Czech 
Republic, Finland, Germany, Netherlands, and Spain responded to a standardised electronic 
survey. Drivers were asked questions concerning the following technologies: ecodriving assistance; 
real-time traffic information; start-stop assistance; Tire-pressure monitoring systems; Emergency 
Braking; and Speedalert (ie. systems that are already commercially available).  This selection was 
made on the basis of commercially available applications only, to give respondents a chance to 
express opinions on technologies that are potentially relevance to them today. The focus was on 
whether drivers know of the technologies and would like to have their vehicles equipped with them / 
how much they are willing to pay. Key findings indicated a moderate awareness of the systems (for 
most systems about 50% of respondents were aware of their existence and functionalities), but a 
rather low level of exposure to date. IN general users were willing to pay for technologies, but only a 
limited amount (about 200 euros per system at most).Interestingly the Czech Republic was, for all 
technologies, the country with the highest willingness to pay. Demographical factors such as age 
and gender were also taken into consideration and it was found that for most systems there is a 
higher acceptance among males, and among older males (the 55 to 64 age group). 
 



The last study was an assessment of users’s attitudes before and after testing technologies. At 
project events’ participants had a chance to fill a standardised questionnaire before and after their 
test-drive of these three technologies: Autonomous Emergency Braking; Traffic light Assistance; 
and Parking Assistance systems. Users’ perceptions about the systems generally became more 
positive after they had participated in demonstrations and used the systems by themselves. It was 
most marked for the Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) demonstration and less marked for the 
park-assistance system.  
 

Potential impact and the main dissemination activities of the project 

 
This was first and foremost a campaigning project, it is therefore hard to evaluate the impact of 
activities. An evaluation of the project’s outreach and dissemination activities was conducted 
nevertheless. In total the key figures collected and dissemination highlights include: 
 

 119 articles that were published in various media (mostly electronic news articles) 

 10,189 unique individuals who visited the campaign’s website 

 1,022 newsletter subscribers on the project’s website 

 969 individuals who followed the campaign on Twitter and 554 on Facebook 

 In total about 6,000 members of the public who were at the “village de la mobilité in 
Strasbourg” and 10,000 at the motorshow in Barcelona where the project was present with a 
dedicated stand and demonstrations for the public. 

 6 TV pieces: the project was covered on national and regional TV in the Netherlands 
(coverage of the event in The Hague), national TV in Italy (mention of the project in a ‘Rai2’ 
channel programme about cars), national TV in Luxembourg (coverage of the event in the 
main news), and in national TV Australia (news programme covering the event at ITF in 
Leipzig), as well as a special feature on Euronews channel.  

 Participation of four national transport/infrastructure ministers at events (Germany, Norway, 
Sweden, Luxembourg).   

 Participation of celebrity F1 drivers, including Nico Rosberg and Valtteri Bottas and Rallye 
driver Sébastien Loeb. 

 Production of 17 campaign videos disseminated on social media, and all publically available 

 Entire content/presentations of the final project conference made publically available 
 
 
Beyond the figures mentioned above and monitored by the consortium, an important level of 
participation on behalf of campaign followers was also observed. Through the online debate 
organised at the end of the project and in conjunction with the final event. There was at a total 
number of 242 tweets about the #iMobilityDebate, which were also retweeted 158 times. In total, the 
online debate triggered almost 1500 visits and 100 comments on Twitter and Facebook combined, 
which show a very active and interested public that engaged in discussions about intelligent mobility 
already in the run-up to the event.  
 
Through activities such as the ecodriving challenges held at the events for users (where car users 
could test their eco performance against that of a celebrity racer), the project was striving to boost 
the attractiveness of ecodriving among the general public. Such aspects are not quantifiable, but it 
was particularly important and useful to secure the participation of celebrity drivers and thus bring 
motorsport and its fans into the sphere of energy efficiency and environmental friendliness. 
 
iMobility Challenge also aimed at paving the way for key systems that the market will introduced in 
the near future or that will be introduced through regulations. eCall for instance will soon be 
introduced into all new cars, and consumers however are still relatively unaware of this. eCall was 
systematically promoted at the various project events.  
 

http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/media
http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/files/events/files/Intelligent_Mobility_in_Smart_Cities_Conference_summary_18_11_2014_1.pdf


 

   
Nico Rosberg interview in Italian TV Rai2’s “TG Motori“ programme / screenshot of project coordinator, Gabriel 

Simcic, on Euronews TV programme 

 

Use and dissemination of foreground 

 
All the content generated by the project is publically available and published on the project’s 
website: www.imobilitychallenge.eu. This includes all support studies conducted by the project and 
all footage (pictures/videos) of events. All articles published  (119 in total) that mention the project 
have also been collected and uploaded on the website’s media section under “press clippings” 
(http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/media). 

All 17 videos that were produced in the framework of project events are also all available on 
the project website and YouTube channel. All videos are publically available and explained 
in greater details in the public deliverable 4.4. The videos have no copyright registrations. 
European funding is mentioned in all videos by the presence of EU flag at the beginning or 
at the end of each video.   

In preparing the project public deliverables and dissemination materials, all necessary 
measures have been taken to ensure that the use of materials doesn’t bring prejudice to any 

parties. When third party material (pictures/diagrams) were used in dissemination materials, 
authorisations were systematically requested. For instance, pictures used to explain various 
technologies in the project’s general brochure where provided by automotive manufacturers 
/suppliers and used with their consent. 

To ensure that the dissemination material can be used beyond the conclusion of the 
project, it has been already arranged that the website will stay online for another two years, 
following FP7 requirements. Further, some material, such as the brochure on the activities 
of the iMobility Forum can be used by other projects such as iMobility Support project and 
HeERO2, that are continue after the conclusion of iMobility Challenge project. 

All consortium partners have been asked to link the iMobility Challenge website on their 
corporate/main website, and the link will stay on beyond the conclusion of the project.  

The study brochure on users’ awareness and demand for technologies published by the 
project is also being used and will continue to be used by consortium partners in support of 
their policy discussions.  

http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/
http://www.imobilitychallenge.eu/media
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIpxMjlxCD4


Finally, the project coordinator may be contacted at any times regarding enquiries for using 
project footage and dissemination materials:  

Gabriel Simcic 

Senior Programmes Manager 

FIA 

e-mail: gsimcic@fia.com 

Phone: +32 (0) 2 282 08 17 

 

mailto:gsimcic@fia.com

